Spider on the web with new site for UK customers
www.spidermower.co.uk
The team behind the distribution of Spider slope mowers in the UK are delighted to launch a new
website dedicated to showcasing the unique range of Spider mowers available to industry
professionals across the country.
The new, user-friendly website enables users to view details on all the Spider machines available
to the UK market and learn more about the benefits of using a Spider on dangerous, challenging
or steep terrain.
Not only that, booking a free, on-site demonstration has been made easy with an online form
available on every page which sends your request straight through to the team for a quick
response.
Alternatively, for those who prefer to talk on the phone, you can call and speak to a Spider
representative right here in the UK with contact numbers available for the team.
For those seeking to contact their nearest Spider dealer, the ‘Find a Dealer’ page provides
addresses and telephone details for each of the UK dealers, a list which will continue to grow with
new dealers sought to increase support and sales coverage for customers in new areas.
Bill Johnston, Head of the UK Spider distributor business Machinery Imports, is excited by the new
digital presence, commenting:
“The new UK based website for Spider creates a hugely useful resource for Spider owners, dealers
and customers looking for a suitable slope mower. Home to a wealth of information about the
brand and the specific models available, as well as current and former user manuals, the website
will be an asset to our business in promoting the benefits of Spider mowers for customers across
the country.”
Spider was founded in July 2004 by Lubomír Dvořák in Czech Republic. The patent-protected
remote-controlled slope mowers feature a revolutionary design incorporating a unique drive
system offering 4-wheel drive, skid steer, and zero-turn functionality.
Unrivalled in the field, this functionality makes Spider mowers quick and easy to manoeuvre, able
to climb slopes up to 55° and lightweight, avoiding turf damage and erosion.
The launch of the newest and smallest Spider, the X-Liner, sees all the benefits of the larger Spider
mowers in a compact, approximately 1m2 model, capable of mowing up to 3000m2 per hour!

The Spider brand in the UK has seen great success over the past year under Machinery Imports
stewardship and the development of a new UK-based website will support the business’ focus on
further increasing visibility within the UK market along with helping existing Spider owners to find
their local dealer for sales and service support, and encouraging new dealers interested in
representing the brand to make contact.
Visit the website at www.spidermower.co.uk

